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On the Minimum Spectral Radius of Matrices of Zeros and Ones* 
.\HSTR:\CT 
Li’r consicIer the nririimum spectral ratlius for an n X n matrix of O’s ant1 l’s 
having a 5pecifietl nunrher T of 0’s. We tletermine this nrinimum spectral ratlius when 
7 < 1 II/Z] [ tt/2] , ant1 I~ound it between two consecutive integers for all other values 
of 7 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [3] we formulated the general problem of determining 
the minimum and maximum spectral radius of a given class of matrices of O’S 
and 1’s. The maximum spectral radius problem was investigated by Brualdi 
and Hoffman [2] and Friedland [4] for the class of matrices of O’S and l’s with 
a prescribed number of 1’s. In addition we determined in [3] the minimurn 
and maximum spectral radius for the class of n x n complementary acyclic 
matrices. 111 this paper we consider the minimum spectral radius problem for 
the class of n X n matrices of O’S and l’s with a prescribed number 7 of 0’s. 
\V%en 
7> n+l’ 
---i ! 2 ’ 
the minimum spectral radius is clearly 0. For 
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tile triiiiiirriiiii spectral radius is easily \een to be 1. We determine the 
nrillilrrrltrl spectral radius when 7 < 1 rr/2] [ tt/2] ad characterize those 
iiiatricea whose spectral radius attains the minimum value. We also determine 
tht iiiinimriin spectral radius for a certain sequence of values of T and then 
IIX~ this result to bomnd the minimum spectral radius between two consecri- 
tiv,e iirtegers. 
We now discuss briefly those parts of the Perron-Frobenius theory [ 1,5] of 
nomregative matrices that we make use of. Let R = [h,]] be an n X n 
nomregative matrix. The spectral rudius of B, that is, the maximum absolute 
value of an eigenvalue of R, is denoted by p(B). Kecall that R is reducible if 
there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
8, 0
F’HP =u,, H, ’ [ 1 
u Iiew 13, airtl H, are square, nonvaciious matrices; H is irrrduc~il~h wlieii it 
is not retliicil~le. If C = [c~,~] is another tr X II nonnegative matrix, we write 
13 < (.’ vvhen l,,, < (‘ , I for all i and j. From the Perroll-Frol,ellirls theory vve 
ha\-c the follo~vilrg: 
( 1, I ) ,o( H ) is a11 eigenvahie of H with air associated nomlegative eigenvector 
II (whei~ H is irreducible, ZI is positive). 
( 1.2) If H has row simis r,, . , r,,, then 
min{r ,,..., r,,) <p(H)<niax{r, ,..., r,,) 
Wheii 13 is irreducible and not all row sums are equal, both of the 
inequalities are strict. 
(I.:;) Let 2 l)e a positive vector. If Hz 2 rz [respectively, HZ < rz], then 
{‘( 13 ) ,) I [respectively, p(R) < r] with equality for irreduc4ble H if 
alit1 only if Hz = rz. 
( 1 A) If 13 < C, then p(H) < p(C) with strict inequality when C is irreduc- 
iI& and H # C. 
( 1 ..5) If 13’ is a proper principal submatrix of H, then p( 13’) < p(H) with 
strict inequality when N is irreducible. 
Let II I)e a positive integer, and let ‘T be an integer \vith 0 < T < II’. 
Dclrote the class of all )I x II matrices of O’s and l‘s Lvith exactly 7 O’s by 
I,( II. 7 ). Let 
Let i,( II ~ T ) denote the subset of I,( II. T ) coiisistiiig of those niatrices having 
the property that ill each row the l’s are to the left of the O’s and in each 
cd1111111 the O‘s are above the 1’s. For example. the matrix 
I 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1  
is itr i~5.X). Let it E i,( II, T). Then it follows easily I)y induction that the 
cleterlrriiiant of :\ equals 0 or 1. Since a principal submatrix of ~1 of order ))I 
i\ ii1 I,( 1)1. 7’) for some T’, each principal submatrix of .-I also has determi- 
llallt ecp11 to 0 01’ 1. 
We now discuss briefly a theorem of B. Schwarz [6] as it pertains to 
L( 12, 7) and i( n, T) along with the basic idea in its proof. 
( 1.6) Let *4 E I,( )I, T). Then for some permlkltion matrix (I, there exists a 
\eqlieiice of matrices A,, = ()‘A(), A I.. .) A, = H s1Icl1 that 
(i) H E I,( II, T), 
(ii) :I,, , is obtained from A, by slvitching a 0 and a 1 in ,A, where 
the 0 immediately precedes the 1 in some row or immediately 
follows the 1 in some c&mn (i = 0, 1.. . . , s - l), 
(iii) P(-.\)>p(A,)2p(H)(i=l,...,, v-l). 
The \eqllence of matrices in (1.6) can be chosen so that we move the O’s 
to the right in each row and then to the top in each cohm~n in the manner 
pre\cril)ed I)y (ii). Schwarz’s argument in [C;] \vas given for positive matrices, 
l)llt (1.6) follows I)y a continuity arglunent after replacing the O’s of A by E 
Lkhere 0 < c < 1. 
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.\ cotrseqtrence of (1.6) is the following: 
(1.7) ~(n,7)=tnill{p(A):AEL(n,7)) 
III \vords, the minimum spectral radius of matrices in I,( n, r) is achieved by 
a rrratrix in 7,( II, 7). 
We conclude this introduction by mentioning some notation. Let A be an 
n X n matrix, let i,,..., i, be integers where 1 < i, < . . . < i, < n, and let 
jr ,..., j, be integers where 1 < jr <: . . < j, < R. Then A[i, ,..., i,lj, ,..., j,] 
denotes the k x I submatrix of A formed by rows i,, . . , i, and columns 
jr,. . . > I/. ’ The matrix A(i,,..., i,lj,,..., j,) is the (n - k)x(n - I) submatrix 
obtained by deleting rows i,, . . . , i, and columns jr,. . . , j,. For integers k and 
1, Jk,) denotes the k X 1 matrix of all 1’s. When k or 1 is 0, .lk,( is an empty 
matrix. When k = 1, we write Jk instead of ]k,k. 
2. E\‘.lLC.iTION OF THE MINIMUM SPECTRAL RADIUS FOR AT 
YIOST 1 u/S!] 1 n/21 O’s 
\t’e assrmle in this section that II z 2. Our purpose is to prove the 
followirrg rest&. 
fi(n,7)=i(n+@-47) 
JlorcJoccJr, fi)r A E L( n, T), p(A) = c( 11, T) if cd only if there is u pmnlutcl- 
tiorr nultrir P rjntl nonnegntive integers k und 1 with k + 1 = n such that P’AP 
h(i.S tlw fon~l 
(2.1) 
Jk s 
[ 1 J,.k J, . 
(2.2) p(A)~tnax{r,n-r} 
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with equality if and only if there is a permutation matrix P and nonnegative 
integers k and 1 with k + I= n such that (2.1) holds. 
For r = r( II - r), equality holds in (2.2) when A has the form (2.1) with 
k = I’ or k = n - r, in which case the matrix X in the upper right corner is a 
zero matrix. But in general there are other values of k and 1 for which the 
riiatrix in (2.1) gives equality. For example, let n = 6 and r = 2, so that r = 8. 
Thl the nratrix 
vvhere S has one 1 and eight O’s, satisfies p(R) = ,6(6,8) = 4. 
\Ve denote the characteristic polyuomial of a matrix A by 
x ,( A) = h” - c,x)~-‘+ c,X’ “-c-,X”- ‘+ . . . +( - l)‘?,,. 
Srrppose A e I,( n, r) for some n aud T. Since the determinant of a principal 
sribmatrix of A equals 0 or 1, c,,, equals the number of nousingular principal 
sril>matrices of A of order !)I. In particular, c,,, > 0 for 1)~ = 1,. . . , 11. 
We now prove a sequence of lemmas which will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
x,,(X)=X’ ‘(A’-71X+7), 
Proof. Since the trace of A is n, cl = n. A 2 X 2 principal sulmatrix of 
~1 has a nonzero determinant if and only if it equals 
1 0 
[ 1 1 1’ 
Sirrce there are exactly T principal s&matrices of this form, it follows that 
c2 = T. A principal submatrix of A of order at least 3 either has two rows or 
two columns of all l’s, and it follows that c, = 0 for i = 3,. . , n. n 
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For 7 a11 integer with 0 < 7 < 1 n/2] [n/2], we put X( II, T) = 
( II + 4’11’ - 4~ )/2. We remark that since T < 1 n/2] [ rr/~], there are matrices 
iI1 I,( II, T) of the form (2.1) and hence by Lemma 2.3 matrices in L( II, T) 
with spectral radius equal to X( n, 7). 
I’rocJf. Since A E ?-( n, T), there is an integer k such that (I ,, = = 
(1 II =l and (I,,~+,= ... =u,,,=O. By hypothesis, rl[l,..., klk+l,..., II] 
does not contain all the O’s of A, so that there exist integers j and 1 with 
k < j c I and n ,, = 0. Since A E I,( n, T), we conclude that 
A[l,j,lll, j,l] = 
Sillce each principal submatrix of A has determinant equal to 0 or 1, it 
follow\ that c> 1 0. n 
Proof: Let 1 < k < n - 1, and consider any nonsingular principal sulma- 
trix H=A[i,,...,I,li,,...,i,] of A of order k. Since A has rjI O’s in row i, 
iill< 1 since A E L( n, T), there are rji integers i, , > i, such that 
L\[i ,,..., i,, i,, ,Ji ,,..., iA,ik+, ] is a nonsingular principal sulmiatrix of A of 
order k + 1. Since every such matrix of order k + 1 arises this way and since 
I;~ < rl,, it follows that ck L 1 < rl;cl. n 
LEMhl.4 2.6. Let 7 = r( n - r ) for some integer r where 2 < r < it - 1 
nrrcl )I - r 2 r. Ixt A E L( n, r), cd suppose that A does not have thP form 
(2.1) jbr cr,~y nonnegutiw integers k urd 1 with k + 1 = n. Then p(A) > n - r. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on 11 >, 2. A matrix A satisfy- 
ing the hypotheses must have order 11 >, 4. Let A be a matrix of order n = 4 
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satisfyiiig the hypotheses. Then r = 2 aid 7 = 1, and A is one of 
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The first ad last matrices have spectral radius eqtral to :3 > 2, while the 
aeco~~d a~rtl third have spectral radius equal to (3+ 6)/2 > 2. Hence the 
coiicliraion holds for n = 1. Now assume that 11 > 4. 
C..Il.W’ I. .A hns rxru?ly II - r O’s ~II row 1. The principal submatrix 
L\( 1 ]I ) has exactly (r - l)( n - r) = ( r - l)[( n - 1) - ( r - l)] 0’s. If A( 111) has 
the form (2.1) with k + 1 = II - 1, then p( A(l]l)) = 17 - r by Lemma 2.:3. 
Othervvise. p( .A( l/l)) > 11 - r by the inductive assmnption. It now follows 
from ( 1.3) that p(A) > n - r with eqrrality only if A( 111) has the form (2.1) 
a11t1 ~1 is rediicible. Suppose that A is reducible and 
1, N 
A(lll) = J 
II I !..!. L-l A I 
for some k with 0 < k < n - 1. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that p( A( 111) = 
II ~ r. Since i\ is reducible and r > 2, it follows that S = 0 and hence 
(2.3) n-r=p(A(l]l))=max{k,n-l-k}. 
Since A does not have the form (2.1), n - r > n - 1 - k. Hence by (2.3), 
n - r = k. Since r > 2, A[1 ,..., k + l]l,..., k +l] is an irreducible matrix 
having column sums s,,...,sk+i where si>,k (i=l,...,k+l) with strict 
inequality for at least the first two column sums. It now follows from (1.2) 
and (15) that 
p(A)>p(A[l,..., k+l]l,..., k+l])>k=tl-r. 
IIetrce p( 11) > II - r always holds in this case. 
C:CI.).(’ 2. A 1~1,s exc~tly n - r O’s iu cdun~n n. An argument like the 
alive also shows that p(A) > n - r. 
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Cuse 3. A has more than n - r O’s in row 1. The matrix A(lJ1) now 
has less than (r - l)( n - r) 0’s. There is a matrix A’ E i( n - l,( r - l)( n - r)) 
such that A’ < A(l]l), A’ # A(l]l). If A’ has the form (2.1) with k + I = n - 1, 
then p(A’) = n - r by Lemma 2.3. It now follows from the inductive 
assumption, (1.5) and (1.4) that p(A) > n - r. Equality can hold only when 
A’ has the form (2.1) and both A and A( 111) are reducible. But it is easy to 
see that these conditions cannot be met when A’ # A( 111). Therefore p(A) > 
n - r in this case also. 
Case 4. A has more than n - r O’s in column n. An argument similar 
to the preceding one shows that p(A) > n - r. 
Case 5. A hm less than n - r O’s in row 1 and in column n. We first 
show that the trace of A equals n. Suppose to the contrary u,, = 0. Since 
A E i(n, T), A[1 ,..., t(t ,..., n]=O.SinceAhasatmost n-r-10’sinrow 
1, t > r + 1. We write t = r + k where k > 1. The number of O’s in 
A[1 ,..., tit ,..., n] is 
SitIce CO~UI~II tI has at most t1 - r - 1 O’s, I’ + k < tt - r - I and hence 
k(tr-r)-(r+k)(k-l)>k(n-r)-(tt-r-l)(k-1) 
>(n-r)+(k-l)>O. 
This iilrplies that A has more than r( n - r ) O’s, contradicting T = r( t7 - I’ ). 
Hence the trace of A equals n. 
Let the characteristic polynomial of A be 
x ,( A) = x” - [;,p ’ + (,,h” ” - c,,h” .1 + ” . + ( - l)“C,,. 
:\4 already oljserved, cI, >, 0 for k = 1,. . . , n. Since the trace of A is n, we 
have C, = tt and, as in the proof of Lemma 2.:3, c2 = T = r( tt - r). By 
Leirrniaa 2.4 and 2.5, c:> > 0 and C~ _ , < rLc,! for k = 1,. . , n - 1, where rL is 
tlie number of O’s in row k of A. Since in this case rr: < n - r for k = 1,. . , tl, 
MT conclude that 
(2.4) ck , , d ( n - r )ck for k=l,...,tr-1 
with strict inequality when ck > 0. The characteristic polynomial of A can 
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be rewritten as 
x,,(h)=h” ‘(A-r)[x-(n-r)]+p(X), 
where 
= - h”yctlX - (._1) - h”-“((LX -c(.) - ‘. . 
Since x.,( II - r ) = p( n - r ), it now follows from (2.4) and (st3 > 0 that 
x,(~z-r)<O.Thusp(A)>n-r. 
Since all possibilities have been accounted for, the lemma follows. W 
We now obtain the analogue of Lemma 2.6 when T is not of the form 
r( II - r ). Recall that 
h(n,7) = 
n + dn’- 47 
2 
LEMM.k 2.7. Let the integer r satisfy 
(25) (r-l)[n-(r-l)] <7<r(n-r) 
for sonw integer r where 2 < r < n - 1 cml n - r 3 r. Let A E i,( n, r ), and 
.s~rppose thut A does not have the form (2.1) f or my nonnegutive integers k 
c111tl I with k + 1 = n. Then p(A) > A( n, 7). 
Proof. The smallest n for which there exists a matrix satisfying the 
hypotheses of the lemma is n = 5, for which the conclusion is readily verified. 
Thus we may assume that n > 5, and we proceed by induction on n. The 
structure of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.6. 
C~~1.W 1. A bus exactly n - (r - 1) O’s in row 1. The principal subma- 
trix A( 111) has exactly T, = T - n + r - 1 0’s. If A( 111) has the form (2.1) with 
k + 1 = n - 1, then by Lemma 2.0, p(A(111)) = X( n - 1,~~). If A(111) does 
not have the form (2.1) but 7, = s( n - 1 - s) for some s with n - 1 - s B s, 
then by Lemma 2.6, p( A(111)) >n-l-s=X(n-l,~i).Otherwisewemay 
apply the inductive assumption and conclude that p( A( 111)) > X( n - 1, ri ). 
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7‘1111s the conclusion will hold in this case once it is verified that 
(2.6) X(n-l,T,)>X(rlJ). 
Hllt (2.6) holds if and only if 
which is easily shown equivalent to 
7>(r-l)[n-(r-l)]. 
Thus (2.6) follows from (2.5), and the proof of case 1 is complete. The next 
case is handled in a similar way. 
C~l.SC 2. A has cractly n - ( r - 1) O’s in c~&tl~m 11. 
~:~I.%’ 3. A leas more than n - r + 1 O’s in ml; 1. As in case 3 of 
Lemma 2.6, there is a matrix A’ E t( n - I, T,) where A’ Q A( 111) and 
7, = 7 - n + r - I, and the conclusion follows as in case 1 above. Case 3 is 
dealt with in a similar way. 
C&J -1. A hns 1n0rc than n - r + 1 O’s in colrmr~ u. 
C~J 5. A bus less than n - r + 1 O’s in CXIC~ of rfm 1 r~tzd cwlunlt~ II. 
If the trace of A did not equal n, then as in case S of Lemma 2.6, one shows 
that A would have more than r( n - r) O’s, contradicting (2.ij). Hence A has 
trace equal to n. Therefore the characteristic polynomial of A is 
X,,(X)=h”_c,X”~~‘+c,X” “_($ I’+ . . . +( _I)“(, 
!, 1 
where cI = n, c2 = r, cg > 0 by Lemma 2.4, and ck > 0 for k > 3. In addition, 
by Lemma 2.5, ck+ 1 < r,c, for k = I,. . . , n - 1 where rk is the number of O’s 
in row k of A. Since by hypothesis r < r(n - r) where n - r > r, we 
conclude that X(n, 7) > n - r, so that in this case r, < n - r < X(n, 7) for 
k=l,...,n. Hence 
(2.i) c~_, =z A( n, 7)~~ for k=l,...,rt-I, 
with strict inequality when C~ > 0. We write 
x,,,(h)=h” 2(A’-nA+~)+p(X), 
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p(A)= -X’ 4(c$-c,)-h” (‘(c.$-c,)- .“, 
Siiice x ,(X( f7,7))= p(A( n, T)), it now follows from (2.7) and c,] > 0, that 
x ,( X( II, T )) < 0. Hence p(A) > X( n, T). W 
In summary thus far, we obtain the following 
Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.3, 2.6, 
alit1 2.7. W 
\k’e will now complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 by applying the results 
( 1.6) and (1.7) of Schwarz. 
Proof of neorem 2.1. By (1.7) Lemma 2.3, and Lemma 2.8, we need 
only show that if A is a matrix in I( n, 7) \ L( n, T) having the property that 
there does not exist a permutation matrix P such that P’AP has the form 
(2.1) with k + I = n, then p(A) > X( n, 7). Consider such a matrix A, and let 
A, = Q’AQ, A,,..., A, = B be matrices in L( n, 7) satisfying (1.6). Hence 
P(A)=~(Q’AQ)>-~(A~)>~(B) for i=l,...,s-1, and since BE:&~,T), 
p(B) >, X(n, T) by Lemma 2.8. If B does not have the form (2.1) then by 
Lemma 2.8 again, p(B) > A( n, 7) and hence p(A) > X( tt, 7). Thus we may 
assume B has the form (2.1). It now follows from (ii) of (1.6) that there exists 
an integer j such that F = Ai+ 1 has the form (2.1) with k = T but E = A j 
does not have the form (2.1) for any k; moreover, F is obtained from E by 
switching a 0 and a 1 in E where the 0 immediately precedes the 1 in some 
row or immediately follows the 1 in some column. The two possibilities are 
similar, and we only consider the first. Hence 
where for some i between 1 and r, X’ is obtained from X by replacing a 0 
in its (i, 1) position with a 1 and D is obtained from J, by replacing the 1 in 
its (i, r) position with a 0. 
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Cc/.w 1. S # 0. It then follows easily that both _E and F are irredllc- 
ilk. Ry (1.1) there is a positive vector x such that 
(2.8) Ex = p( E)x. 
Silrce I:‘ does not have the form (2.1) for any k, in particular for k = r - 1, it 
follo\vs that the last row of X’ contains a 0. Since row r + 1 of E contains no 
O‘s, the rth and (r + 1)st equations of (2.8) imply that x’,. < E, _ ,. It now 
follo\vs from (2.8) that 
Fx <pP(E)x, F(x) #p(E)s. 
Since t; is irreducible, we now conclude using (1.:3) that p(P) < p(E). Hence 
and the desired conclusion holds in this case. 
Case 2. X=0. Inthiscase ~=r(n-r)and h(n,T)=max{r,n-r}. 
Moreover F = B. First suppose that n - r > r so that X( n, 7) = n - r. The 
matrix E has an irreducible principal submatrix M of order n - r + 1 equal 
to 1: 1 1 0 J,, ... , 0 
i I 
which by (1.2) satisfies p(M) > n - r. Now using (1.5) we con&de that 
Now suppose r > n - r so that X( n, T) = r. Now E has an irreducible 
principal submatrix M of order r + 1 equal to 
1 0 
. 
. 
i 0 
J 0 1 
r+l.r I 1 0 
. 
. . 
i 0 
1 1 
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~vhich I)y (1.2) satisfies p(M) > r. Using (1.5), we now conclude that p(A) > r. 
thce p(A) > A( n, T) holds in this case also, completing the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. n 
:i. ROUNDS FOR THE MINIMUM SPECTRAL RADIUS 
Let tj be a positive integer and let T be an integer with 0 < T < 11’. In this 
section we determine the minimmm spectral radius fi( II, 7) for a certain 
sequence of vahles of T. We then use this result in order to bolmd fi( 11, T) in 
general between two consecutive integers. 
Let k be an integer with 1~ k < n, and write n = qk + 1 where q is a 
positive integer and 0 < 1~ k. We define A, k to be the n x n block 
triangular matrix 
0 
\rhich has y diagonal blocks equal to .lk, one diagonal block equal to J,, and 
all l’s below the diagonal blocks. The number of O’s of A is given by 
,,,~ _ q(q - I) 7 - 
2 
k’+ qkl. 
Note that A,,,, E i( n, T,,,~). 
We define two sequences x,, x2, x,3,. . . and y,, y?, y:,, . . as follows. If i is 
at most equal to the number of diagonal blocks of A,,,,, we define x, to be 
the nmnber of positions in the ith diagonal block of A,,, A which have a 0 in 
11 rj.!. 1; otherwise we define x, = 0. Similarly, if i is at most equal to the 
nlm1l)er of diagonal blocks of A,,, k I, we define y, to be the number of 
positions in the ith diagonal block of A,,,, , which have a 0 in A,,,A. One 
checks that 
y1= 0, 
“1-Yg>l, 
x,-y,*,>,0 fOl i = 2,:3 )... 
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Moreover, for 2 < k < n, 
= ,f,‘x, - Y,+1) 2 1. 
Hence 
We first obtain the minimum spectral radius when the number of O’s is 
T,,.~. A block triangular matrix with q blocks is called a q-Hock triungulur 
vmtrix. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k be an integer with 1 < k < n, und write n = qk + 1 
r&zrpre q 2 1 and 0 < 1 < k. Let r be u nonnegative integer with 7 < 7,). k. 
711cn 
Moreover, for A E L( n, r), p(A) = k if und only if T = r,,, k and there is (I 
pcnuutution mutrix P such thut P’AP is a q-block triangular nmtrix where 
(:3.2) One block is u (k + 1) X( k + 1) mutrix with kl O’s of the form 
Jr x 
[ 1 I,,,. 1, 
for some r and s with r + s = k + 1, 
(;3.:3) the remuining diagonal blocks are equal to Jk, und 
(i3.4) ~11 entries below the diagonal blocks equal 1. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.3, we see that a matrix of the form (3.2) has 
spectral radius equal to k, and it follows that any q-block triangular matrix 
satisfying (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) belongs to L( n, T,!, k) and has spectral radius 
equal to k. In particular, by combining the last two blocks of A,,,,, A,,,, is a 
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cl-IJock triangular matrix satisfying (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). Hence fi( II, T,,, I ) < k. 
Let 7 d T,#.~. It remains to show that if A E L( n, T), then p(A) > k with 
eqtulity only when T = TV,, I, and A satisfies the conditions given in the 
theorem. We first prove by induction on 9 with 1 fixed, that when A E 
I,( 11, T), p(A) > k with eqmlity only if 7 = T,,, k and A is a q-block triangular 
tllatrix satisfying (X2), (X3), and (3.4). 
Let A E i,( II, T). If 9 = 1, then II = k + 1 and 7 < kl < 1 u/2] [ t1/21, and 
the conclusion holds by Theorem 2.1. Let 9 > 2. for j = 1,. , II, define A, to 
IW the principal submatrix A[l,. ., j/l,. . , j] of A. If for some j we have 
p( ~1, ) > k, then by (1.5) p(A) > k. Hence we may suppose that p( A i) < k 
fol. j = l,..., )I. It now follows from Theorem 2.1 that 
(:‘,.,j) 11 , has at least k( j - k) O’s and exactly k( j - k ) O’s only when 
p(.,i,)=k(j=k,k+l,..., n). 
First assulne that all the O’s of A,, lie in the first k rows. Then A( k + 
1,. ,2klk + l,... ,2k] = JL. Suppose that A[l,.. ., klk + l,.. ,2k] f 0. Then 
it follows that 11 2k, and hence A, has an irreducible principal sulmatrix H of 
order k + 1, which in turn has a principal s&matrix equal to IL. Therefore by 
t\vo applications of (1.5), p(A) > p(H) > p( J,J = k. Hence we may suppose 
rl[I,. . , X-/k + 1,. . . ,2k] = 0. Since A E f,( n, T) we therefore have 
;Z(l,...,k(k+l,...,n]=0. It now follows that the matrix C=A[k+ 
l,..., rtlk + l,..., n] has 7’ O’s where 
P-t G TI.,! - k( rl -k) = T,, ,!,k. 
hloreove!-, C has exactly T,, I, I O’s if and only if 7 = T,,, r! and 
..Z[1,...,!\1I,...,k]=~~.SinceCti(~~-k,~1),wemayapplytheinductive 
ass~lrliption to C to conclude that p(C) > k with equality only if 7’ = T,, A!G 
a1~1 <: is a (9 - I)-block triangular matrix satisfying (:3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). If 
7 ‘CT ,, L I then p(C) > k and therefore p(A) > k. Hence we may suppose 
thit 7’ = T,, A, I. It now follows that T = T,,, I, and 
(3.6) 
hence A is a q-block triangular matrix satisfying (:3.2), (3.:3), and (3.4). 
Noiv assume that A,, has a 0 in one of rows k + I,.. .,2X-. Let i + 1 be 
the smallest integer such that A, , , has a 0 below row k. Then i + 1 Q 2k, A, 
has all its O’s in rows 1,. , k, and A, t , contains a 0 helow row k in column 
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i+l. Since A~i(n,r), it now follows that A[1 ,..., kli+l,..., n]=O. 
Using (3.5) we now conclude that A has at least k( i - k)+ k( n - i) = 
k( tt - k) O’s in rows 1,. . . , k, and exactly k( n - k) O’s only when p( A,) = k. 
Again let C = A[k + l,..., nlk + l,..., n], and let r’ be the number of O’s of 
C. Then r ’ < r,, _I;. k with equality if and only if r = r,, . k and A has exactly 
k( tt - k) O’s in the first k rows. Applying the inductive assumption to C and 
using (1..5), we conclude p(A) > p(C) 2 k, and p(A) = k only when T’ = 
r,, k,I and C is a (4 - 1)-block triangular matrix satisfying (3.2) (3.0) and 
(n.4). Suppose that p(A) = k. Then r’ = T,,_~,~, from which we now con- 
clude that r = T,,,~, A has exactly k( n - k) O’s in its first k rows, and 
p( A,) = k. Since A[1 ,..., kli + l,..., n] = 0 and A, has no O’s below row k, 
A, has exactly k(n- k)- k(n-i)= k(i- k) 0’s. 
CUYC 1. A, is reducible.. By Theorem 2.1, the O’s of A, are contained 
in an r x ( i - I) submatrix D. Since Ai is reducible, D = 0. Since A, has 
exactly k( i - k ) O’s, either r = k or r = i - k. If r = k, then 
and hence the principal submatrix A, of A equals JA. Thus A has the form 
(i3.6) and we conclude that A is a q-block triangular matrix satisfying (3.2) 
(:3.:3), and (:3.4). Let r = i - k. Then 
Slippose the (i, i + I)-entry of A was 1. Then by (1.5) 
p(A)>,p(A[i-k+l,..., i+lli-k+l,..., i+l])>P(~k)=k. 
Hence we may suppose that the (i, i + l)-entry of A is 0, and since A E 
&n,r), that A[1 ,..., iJi+l,..., n]=O. Hence C hastheform 
Since i - k < k and since C is a (9 - 1)-block triangular matrix satisfying 
(X2), (:3.3), (:3.4), it now follows that the block of C satisfying (X2) is 
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C[l,..., k + I)1 ,..., k + I]. Hence 
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Since the matrix C[l,. . , k + 111,. . , k + 2) satisfying (3.2) has spectral radius 
equal to k by Lemma 2.3, it follows that k = t = 2k + I- i and hence 
i = k + 1. Thus A has the form 
J, 0 
J k.l Jk 
Jn-k-,.k+/ 
t=2k+l-i. 
0 
Jk 0 
J .Jk 
and A is a q-block triangular matrix satisfying (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). 
Cue 2. A, is irreducible. Suppose the (i, i + l)-entry of A was 1. Then 
by (1.5) 
Hence we may suppose that the (i, i + l)-entry of A is 0, and so A [ 1,. . . , i 1 
i+l,..., n] = 0. As in case 1, we obtain that i = k + I and C has the form 
(3.7) with t = k. Since p(A,) = k and A, has exactly k(i - k) = kI O’s, it 
follows from Corollary 2.2 that Ai is of the form (3.2) for some T. Hence A is 
a q-block triangular matrix satisfying (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4). This completes 
the proof when A E L(n, 7). 
Now let A E L( n, 7). Then it follows from (1.7) and the validity of the 
theorem for i( n, 7) that p(A) >, k with equality only when 7 = T,,, k. Suppose 
A fz L(n, r,,.k)\E(n,r,,.k ) and there does not exist a permutation matrix P 
such that P’AP is a q-block triangular matrix satisfying (32), (3.3), and (3.4). 
We show that p(A) > k, thereby completing the proof of the theorem. Let Q 
be a permutation matrix such that A,, = QTL4Q, A,, . . . , A ~ = B satisfies (1.6). 
If H is not a +block triangular matrix satisfying (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4), then it 
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follows from what we have proved above and (iii) of (1.6) that p(A) > p( H ) 
> k. Hence we may assunre that H is a y-block triangular matrix satisfying 
(-3.2) (:3.3), and (:3.4). Using (ii) of (1.6) we now conclude that there is an 
integer j such that F = A, + I is a q-block triangular matrix satisfying (3.2) 
(.X3). and (:3.4) but E = Aj is not. Moreover F is obtained from E by 
switching an entry a = 0 with an entry j3 = 1 in E where LY immediately 
precedes p in some row, or immediately follows /3 in some colunrn. The two 
cases are similar, and we only consider the first. 
First slippose that (Y and j3 lie in a row which meets a .lk block of I;. 
Then E has an irreducible principal submatrix A{ of order k + 1 equal to 
1 0 
1 0 
J 0 1 
Lil.l, 1 1 0 
i 0 
1 1 
which I)y (1.2) satisfies p( Af) > k. It now follows from (1.5) that p(A) > k. 
Now suppose that 01 and /? lie in a row which meets the block A’ of E‘ of 
order k + I specified in (3.2). Therefore 
(3.8) N= 
where T + s = k + 1. Let N’ be the submatrix of E corresponding to N. First 
assume that a and ,f? are both contained in N’. Hence both N and N’ have 
kl 0’s. Then E is a q-block triangular matrix, and since E is not a q-block 
triangular matrix satisfying (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4), N’ does not have the form 
(3.9) 
for any choice of 21 and 1; with u + c = k + 1. But then the form (3.8) of A 
implies that (Y is the (i, r )-entry of N’ for some i with i < r. Since A” does 
not have the form (3.9) with u = r - 1, there exists a j with j > r such that 
the ( r, j)-entry y of N’ is 0. Suppose there is a permutation matrix R such 
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that R’N’R has the form (3.9) where u + o = k + 1. Let u be the permuta- 
tion of {l,..., k + I} corresponding to R. Considering 01, we conclude that 
a(r) > u, while considering y, we conclude that a(r) < u. Hence no such R 
exists. It follows from Corollary 2.2 and (1.5) that 
p(A) > p(E) 2 P(N’) ’ k. 
The remaining possibility is that (Y is contained in N’ but p is not. Then E 
has a principal submatrix of the form 
(3.10) 
where Z contains p but is otherwise equal to 0. The matrix in (3.10) has an 
irreducible principal submatrix M of order k + 1 with column sums (I, k + 
1, k,..., k, where n > k. Using (1.2) and (1.5) we obtain 
p(A) a p(E) 2 P(M) ’ k. 
Therefore p(A) > k whenever A E L( n, r,,, b)\L( n, r,,, k) does not satisfy the 
conditions in the theorem, and the proof of the theorem is complete. W 
Using Theorem 3.1 and the theory of nonnegative matrices, we now 
obtain the second main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let n be a positive integer, and let r be an integer with 
Choose an integer k between 1 and n - 1 such that 
(:3.11) 
Then 
7 n.k+l Gr -=C r,,,k. 
k<p(n,r)<k+l. 
Proof. It follows from (3.1) that there is a unique integer k such that 
(t3.11) holds. Using Theorem 3.1 and (1.4) we see that 
k<~(n,r)~~(n,r,,.I;+,)=k+l. w 
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We note that it is possible that i( n, r) = k + 1 for r > T,,,~ _ ,. For 
example, rising (1.7) it is easy to see that $(4,5) = 2, yet 5 > r4,? = 4. 
To conclude we uow consider those values of T not included in Theorem 
13.2. We first uote that if A # 0 is an irreducible matrix of O’s and l’s, then by 
( 1.2) p( A ) > 1 with equality if and only if A is a permutation matrix. Let r 
I)e a11 integer with 
am1 let A E I,( n, 7). Then at least oue of the irreducible components of A in 
its Frol)euius uormal form [l, 51 is a uouzero matrix, and hence p(A) > 1. 
bloreover, p( A) = 1 if and only if each irreducible component of A is a 
permutation matrix. In particular, we have that 
Now let T be an integer with 
Theu it follows that p( n, r) = 0 aud that for A E L( n, T), p(A) = 0 if and 
only if each irreducible component of A is a 1 X 1 zero matrix. 
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